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1. Introduction
Significant linguistic, cultural, societal and demographic changes have taken place in the last two decades as a result of globalization, transnational population movements and the spread of new technologies. They have urged researchers to interrogate how these changes have re-shaped communicative practices in different kinds of sociolinguistic spaces, in different semiotic modes, media and genres. In this book chapter, I examine the intersection of multilingualism, multimodality and media engagement in classroom talk and action in a Turkish complementary school in North London. Complementary schools, which are also known as community or supplementary schools in the UK, have been set up by particular cultural, linguistic or religious communities to teach the community language, culture and history to the younger, mainly British-born generation. Turkish complementary schools in particular were established in London principally from the early 1980s onwards to maintain and develop Turkish language and culture for the offspring of the increasingly diverse Turkish-speaking communities. 1 The latter have been formed as part of consecutive transnational migration flows of Turkish-speaking Cypriot Turks, Turks and Kurds from Turkey and Turkish-speaking people who have migrated to the UK from other predominantly EU countries.
I take a case-study approach, focusing on one particular child, Baran, a10-year old Londoner of Turkish heritage, as he interacts with his classmates and teacher during Turkish language and literacy lessons. In particular, I focus on his private communicative practices with his classmates sitting in close proximity in the margins of classroom talk and action. These involve the initiation and participation in spontaneous talk about popular culture, in particular hip-hop, as well as listening to, evaluating and sharing rap music through their mobile phones. I juxtapose Baran’s spontaneous media engagement with his participation in a planned teacher-led literacy activity around the singing and dancing of a Turkish folk song for the celebration of Mother’s Day. Drawing on field notes, interactional and interview data and still photography, I ask the following questions: (1) what kind of linguistic and other semiotic resources and artifacts does Baran draw upon in the impromptu private peer talk and the planned, teacher-led literacy activity around music and songs? (2) how does Baran’s selection, combination and transformation of his linguistic and other semiotic resources shape and is shaped by the obstacles and opportunities of the institutional context of the Turkish complementary school classroom? (3) what can the empirical focus on these different activities around music and song in this educational site reveal about linguistic and cultural change at the interactional and individual levels and in the context of the community? To examine the intersection of multilingualism, multimodality and media engagement during Turkish lessons, I draw on recent research on multilingualism that situates linguistic practices in their social, cultural, historical and political contexts and views language users as social actors who draw on their linguistic and other semiotic resources in more or less strategic ways as they pursue their interactional goals (Blackledge and Creese 2010, Heller 2007, Martin-Jones, Blackledge, and Creese 2012). My analysis is also informed by the work of Goodwin (2000) who has sought to incorporate a multimodal perspective in the investigation of situated interaction, focusing on the role of material artefacts in structuring talk and action.
In the next sections, I first present key concepts for the examination of multilingualism, multimodality and media engagement in the complementary school classroom setting, followed by a brief description of the methods. Then, I move on to the context of the research, namely the Turkish-speaking communities and their schools in London. Through the examination of Baran’s talk and action, I explore the ways he draws on, combines and transforms different sets of linguistic and other semiotic resources, cultural content, musical traditions and genres in private peer and public pupil-teacher interactions and I reflect on the relationship between language, media engagement and linguistic and cultural change at the interactional, individual and community levels. 

2. Multilingualism, multimodality and media engagement 
Pennycook (2010) argues that in the age of global flows and networks we need to consider that “language may be undergoing such forms of transition as to require new ways of conceptualisation in terms of local activities, resources and practices” (: 86).  Indeed, recent research on multilingualism has sought to destabilize the notion of languages as whole, bounded systems arguing for an understanding of language “as a set of resources which circulate in unequal ways in social networks and discursive spaces, and whose meaning and values are socially constructed within the constraints of social organizational processes, under specific historical conditions” (Heller 2007: 2). This conceptualization of language shifts the analytical lens away from the ideological association of a ‘single’ language and nationhood defined by a priori claims to a focus on speakers as social actors and agents and their communicative resources. It echoes Blommaert’s position (2010) that in order to investigate the new and complex multilingual realities “we need to develop an awareness that it is not necessarily the language you speak, but how you speak it, when you can speak it, and to whom that matters. It is a matter of voice, not of language” (: 196). 
Moreover, this conceptualization of language captures its heteroglossic nature, which encompasses “(a) the simultaneous use of different kinds of forms or signs, and (b) the tensions and conflicts among those signs, based on the sociohistorical associations they carry with them” (Bailey 2007: 257). In this respect, the concept of heteroglossia includes both monolingual and multilingual forms and foregrounds the way social actors distinguish, understand and interpret the indexical meanings of linguistic forms. Rather than being fixed, these meanings are “shifting, subjective and negotiated” (Bailey 2007: 258). In the context of the present book chapter, this analytical shift allows us to examine the relationship between Baran’s linguistic resources and interactional practices and the institutional and historical processes in which they are located; the configuration of linguistic and cultural repertoires privileged by Turkish school and the teacher, as exemplified in the choice of the traditional folk song as curriculum for the celebration of Mother’s Day and those available to Baran through his media consumption and production. Moreover, a focus on Baran’s situated practices urges us to pay attention not only to the use of diverse linguistic resources but also to the multiple communicative modes (e.g. text, images, sound, visual design), or “the multimodal embedding of linguistic data” (Androutsopoulos 2010: 212).
In line with this analytical focus, recent research in multilingualism has also turned to the highly multimodal nature of communication. Multimodality is seen as “communication in the widest sense, including gesture, oral, performance, artistic, linguistic, digital, electronic, graphic and artefact-related” (Pahl and Rowsell 2006: 6). Although language is seen as a central mode of communication, it is examined in relation to other modes (e.g. image, writing, speech, moving image, action, artifacts). As Kress et al (2005) postulate taking a multimodal approach can provide “a fuller, richer and more accurate sense of what language is, and what it is not” (: 2). They further argue that 
where before there was a common sense about the capacities of language, which 	left the potentials of what language can do in many ways implicit and 	unexamined, now, looking at language in the context of other means of meaning 	making gives the possibility of a much sharper, more precise, and more nuanced 	understanding both of the (different) potentials of speech and of writing, and of 	their limitations” (Kress et al 2005: 2). 
By situating Baran’s linguistic resources within a much wider communicational landscape, we can investigate how these interact with visual, kinaesthetic and artifact related resources and examine relations between modes, texts and languages. 
To this end, I draw on the work of Goodwin (2000) who considers how talk is juxtaposed with other modes and mutually elaborate each other. In his own research of the unfolding of a dispute between three young girls of Mexican and Central American heritage, he illustrates how the girls deploy multilingual talk along with a range of other resources, such as gestures, bodily displays and gaze. Moreover, he shows how the hopscotch grid in the playground functions as a semiotic structure in the build environment, which provides the organizational frame against which the girls’ game unfolds. Similar to the hopscotch grid in Goodwin’s study, I attend to the ways that the mobile phone provides the material and semiotic structure organizing Baran’s talk and action, the participation frameworks and encompassing activities, such as listening to rap songs and sharing music files with the songs in question. At the same time, I take into account the distinct affordances offered by mobile phones to shape interaction. Listening to rap songs and sharing music files via mobiles phones during the lesson, for instance, transcends constraints of time and space, collapsing binary distinctions, such as inside and outside classroom spaces, leisure and lesson.  Moreover, mobile phones as technologies of mediation impose particular media constraints on their users (e.g. in terms of the visual design) but also allow for user agency in co-constructing among peers a personalized, semiotically-rich media environment (e.g. making strategic and situated decisions about accepting, rejecting, and compiling lists of favourite rap tunes). 
	Language-focused research on media engagement has started to explore the role of new media in meaning-making and identity construction in the lives of immigrant youth. For example, in their study of teenage immigrants from the former Soviet Union to Israel, Elias and Lemish (2009) examined the ways young people use the internet as a “safe” resource to construct hybrid, diasporic identities drawing on multiple cultural words and experiences as they transition into a new society (: 548). This argument resonates with McLean’s (2010) case study of a Caribbean American adolescent’s digital practices (instant messaging and social networking via Facebook and MySpace). The author illustrates how the digital world the young woman inhabits has been transformed into a “virtual ‘home’” where she can adapt to the US while staying connected to the Caribbean (McLean 2010: 13). In this context, her multilingual resources (standard and vernacular forms of English) can co-exist and her Trinidadian accent and use of slang can be considered valued cultural and linguistic resources rather than positioned as deficits. 
Studies on mobile phones as technologies of mediation with an analytical focus on language, discourse and literacy have received moderate attention  (see, for instance, Spilioti 2011 on text messaging; Nishimura 2011 on mobile storytelling). Although not focusing on the intersection of youth and immigration, this line of research is relevant for the present book chapter in two ways: it moves away from “medium-related” to more ethnographically driven “user-related” perspectives (cf. Androutsopoulos 2010). Moreover, it attends to “the inherent multimodality and cultural embeddedness of the[se] different ways of (inter)acting with/through new media” (Thurlow and Mroczek 2011). 

3. Methodology
The data for this book chapter come from a research project, which explored multilingualism and identity performances in complementary schools in four ethno-linguistic minority communities in the UK (ESRC, RES-000-23-1180). The research project took an ethnographically informed case study approach, foregrounding the voices and experiences of the different actors (children, parents, teachers and school administrators) learning and communicating in Bengali schools in Birmingham, Chinese (Cantonese and Mandarin) schools in Manchester, Gujarati schools in Leicester and Turkish schools in London (Creese et al 2008a). For the purpose of this chapter, I use data from the Turkish case study only. 
Moreover, the research project builds on existing work on collaborative and team ethnography, which has illustrated the importance of doing ethnography in teams by bringing together a range of complementary voices and perspectives but also possible challenging interpretations in order to best represent the research participants (Conteh, Gregory, Kearney, and Mor, 2005; Creese et al 2008b). Researchers were paired with one researcher being bilingual in English and the community language in each site. In the Turkish case study in particular, there were three researchers, as the second researcher had to withdraw from the study for family reasons and a third researcher was recruited towards the end of the study. The three researchers who collaborated in the Turkish case study had different linguistic and cultural backgrounds, performed different subject positionings and developed different relationships with the research participants. The author is bilingual (in Greek and English) and has a good knowledge of Turkish language and culture. Prior to the research project, she had worked with and researched Turkish-speaking children in Greece. The other two researchers were bilingual in Turkish and English. The first researcher had experience teaching Turkish-speaking young people at University level in Cyprus and the second researcher had significant teaching experience in Turkish complementary schools and with Turkish-speaking children in London state secondary schools.  
For the Turkish case study, the researchers collaborated with two schools located in different parts of London; one in the east and the other in the west. In both schools, we observed a range of settings, including classrooms, break-times, school assemblies and other formal school-sponsored events (e.g. national celebrations) once a week. After four weeks of close observations, we selected four key participant children; one of the children was Baran. From the beginning of the fieldwork, Baran came across as an engaged and enthusiastic learner, which was the reason he was selected to take part in the research project. After consulting with his teacher and his mother, it was agreed that he would wear a clip-on microphone to digitally record his interactions during Turkish literacy classes, in the break-times and during school assemblies over a period of six weeks. During this period, we interviewed Baran, his mother and teacher along with the other focal children, their mothers, teachers and members of the schools’ managing committees. Throughout the 10-week fieldwork, the researchers also video-recorded parts of literacy classes, school assemblies and celebrations and collected documentary data relating to each school’s policy, planning and curriculum and photographs. Informed consent was solicited prior to and throughout the data collection. In this book chapter, I draw on field notes, interviews, digital recordings and still photography collected during different phases of the research project. 

4. The context of the study: Turkish-speaking communities and their schools in London
The diversity of Turkish-speaking communities has been well documented (e.g. Küçükcan, 1999; Issa, 2005; Mehmet-Ali 2001). The Turkish-speaking communities in the UK are comprised of Cypriot-Turks, Turks and Kurds from mainland Turkey and more recently Turkish-speaking peoples who have immigrated to the UK via other European Union countries. It is estimated that Turkish-speaking peoples in the UK are around 180,000-200,000. The largest concentration is in the Greater London area, although pockets can be found in major cities around the UK (e.g. Birmingham, Manchester and Edinburgh).  Migration flows from Cyprus to the UK occurred in the aftermath of World War II and the Turkish invasion in 1974 (officially known in Turkey as the Cyprus Peace Operation) triggered by inter-communal violence and economic hardship on the island. Immigration from Turkey to the UK started in the 1970s as part of supplying manual labour to post-WWII European markets.  It was accelerated during the 1980s and 1990s with Turkish-speaking peoples increasingly settling to the UK via other European Union countries (e.g. Germany, France, the Netherlands and Greece). Kurds with roots in Turkey immigrated to the UK from the late 1980s mainly as asylum seekers due to on-going conflict in South-East Turkey. Besides the diversity evident in their composition and migration trajectories, there are further divisions within the Turkish-speaking communities along the lines of language, social class, economic activity, educational background and achievement, religious and political affiliation. 
The two schools in this research project were founded in the late 80s. “East London Turkish School” attracted children and families living mainly in North, North-East and East London where Turkish-speaking communities have traditionally settled and continue to live. At the time of the fieldwork it had about 250 registered pupils. Most of the children were of Cypriot-Turkish background, although there were some children whose families came from mainland Turkey or had moved to Cyprus as settlers. “West London Turkish School” had a larger catchment area with children coming from West and NW London and its environs. At the time of the fieldwork there were about 110 registered children. The majority of the children’s families were from mainland Turkey, although almost half of the children had a parent who was not Turkish. 
At the time of the fieldwork, Baran and his younger brother had been pupils at the “East London Turkish School” for four years. Every Saturday morning from 10.30am until 13.30pm Baran attended the Turkish intermediate class for 9-13 year olds taught by Hasan Bey, a trained primary school teacher with a primary maths specialization on a 5-year appointment by the Turkish Ministry of Education to teach in Turkish schools in London. 

5. Results
5.1 Baran’s linguistic repertoire and everyday media engagement 

Baran was born in London and was 12 years old when he participated in the research project. In his interview, which he asked to be carried out in English, Baran spoke at length about his language practices and attitudes towards his developing multilingual skills.  He explains that “when I talk to my brother I mostly talk English” because that “is how we get along”. With his friends he uses English too, but with adults he uses Turkish because “they know English a bit but they won’t understand coz I think they won’t be able to follow me because I’d talk fast and coz they know more Turkish”. When prompted by the researcher, he elaborates further on his language choices and code-switching practices:

Excerpt 1
Researcher: How do you adjust your Turkish, I mean what are the adjustments you make in your Turkish? 
Baran: I just … I … I don’t use proper words and I just sometimes use slang words
Researcher: With .. with adults or with your friends?
Baran: Mostly with my friends. When I just was saying a slang word and that. With my friends I speak like a bit of Turkish and a bit of English there. I mostly in a sentence I mostly speak English but maybe one word would be in Turkish. 
(interview with Baran, June 2006)

	Baran is able to talk at length about the linguistic resources he uses and how he strategically employs them depending on context and participation in his everyday life. He also describes how he moves seamlessly between languages when speaking with his Turkish friends: “I’ll say ‘come play .. come play football’, I say ‘gel futbol oynayalim’ … I may put one word in the sentence so like half of the sentence would be in  Turkish”, a language practice he seems to consider as unmarked and “natural”. Baran’s treatment of his multilingualism as ordinary is complemented by his pride in his multilingual skills, particularly vis-à-vis his English-speaking friends in his mainstream school “who speak one main language”.
During his interview, Baran also provides a wealth of information about his regular media consumption and production practices. He reports watching mostly Turkish satellite TV, particularly police detective series, and some English TV and DVDs. He also serfs the internet, plays on his PlayStation, texts and talks on the mobile with his friends from school and reads PlayStation 2 magazines and football books- all in English. At the same time, he explains that he uses new technologies to stay in touch with family in Turkey and improve his Turkish. He adds that he uses MSN and texts his cousins and uncles in Turkey because “I have to speak with them Turkish” and that he checks out Turkish internet sites: “I sometimes go like … Turkish Airlines and read some news so that I could get my Turkish even better”. Baran’s musical tastes are informed by popular culture, particularly Turkish pop represented by singers such as Tarkan and Kenan Doğulu. Both singers’ reputations have transcended the boarders of Turkey and have attracted an international audience. Moreover, he mentions listening to rap artists in English, like Eminem. At home, he is exposed to a larger range of Turkish musical traditions and genres as his mother reports listening to classical Turkish music, Turkish folk and pop music. As documented in other studies of immigrant youth’s media engagement, Baran’s media practices, preferences and dispositions reveal a sustained orientation towards both the country he was born and lives in and his parents’ country of origin emphasizing the interconnectedness of his practices and life experiences across physical and virtual spaces (D’Haenens, Koeman and Saeys 2007; McLean 2010; Elias and Lemish 2009). 


5.2 Teaching and learning in Turkish school

Recent research in complementary school classrooms has demonstrated the importance of these educational, linguistic, cultural and social spaces for transmitting aspects of the community language, culture and history to the younger predominantly British-born generation (e.g. Blackledge and Creese 2010; Creese et al 2009; Li Wei and Wu 2010; see also studies in Creese & Martin 2006; Lytra & Martin 2010). At the same time, it has shown that complementary schools function as agents of standardization privileging the teaching and learning of the standard form of the community language and transmitting norms regarding what counts as correct language use and authentic cultural expression (e.g. Blackledge and Creese 2010; Li Wei 2011; Lytra 2011).  
Turkish complementary schools, which are of interest to us here, sought to reproduce aspects of Turkish national culture and identity mediated through the transmission of standard Turkish. Standard Turkish enjoys high symbolic, social and economic capital in Turkey and the diaspora, including the members of the Turkish-speaking communities in London. It is highly valued as the language of education, or as the “correct” form of Turkish (Issa 2005). In Turkish complementary schools, parents and teachers routinely referred to standard Turkish as “temiz Türkçe” <clean/proper Turkish> (Lytra and Baraç 2008; Lytra 2012a). Moreover, language and literacy teaching incorporated the extensive use of stories, folk takes and songs as curriculum (Lytra 2011). These pedagogic practices emerged in what appeared to be a conventional teacher-fronted and controlled classroom interactional order, which exhibited the following features: teachers made use of the I-R-F sequence, the traditional pattern of classroom talk where the teacher initiates, the pupils respond and then the teacher provides feedback; teachers made extensive use of vocabulary building and grammar substitution drills, dictation exercises and the (silent) reading of texts followed by a set of reading comprehension questions checking meaning (Lytra and Baraç 2009; Lytra et al 2010). These pedagogic practices intended to give teachers a good deal of control over the regulation of participation rights and curriculum content. 
While these pedagogic practices were salient, it is important to acknowledge that pupils did not docilely submit to teacher authority: pupils often made contributions that did not fit the official agenda, or they retreated to private pupil talk and engaged with their mobile phones. In the next section, I shift my attention to Baran’s private peer talk and examine the discursive spaces he and his classmates co-constructed beyond the boundaries of the canonical classroom talk and action. 


5.3 “I’m always on mobile innit”: Baran’s media engagement in Turkish class

While actively participating in the lesson by seeking to clarify the meaning of unknown words or volunteering to read aloud a text, Baran initiated and participated in both extended and fleeting interactions with his male classmates about hip-hop artists as well as listened to, evaluated and shared their songs via their mobile phones. Similar to other formal institutional contexts, the use of mobile phones during the lesson was explicitly sanctioned. We observed the teacher repeatedly warn the pupils: “telefonları kaldırın” <put your phones away>. Nevertheless, these warnings did not hinder the boys’ on-going media engagement. The latter was triggered and sustained by their mobile phones stowed away in a school bag casually lying on the desk but within easy reach or kept in their hand or pockets throughout the duration of the lesson. The mobile phones helped them stay connected, or as Axelsson (2010: 35) maintains, remain in a state of “perpetual contact” with their peers, transforming the classroom environment both physically and socially. 
Baran’s Turkish class took place in a typical mainstream primary school classroom. Desks were aligned in rows facing the teacher and the whiteboard. Mobile phones allowed Baran and his classmates to communicate across classroom space, take part in a range of peer interactions (e.g. evaluating shared songs, comparing features of mobile phones, listening to rap lyrics) and ultimately bring aspects of digital technologies and popular culture into the classroom. In other words, mobile phones provided the material structure with which the boys interacted and made choices (e.g. they listened to music, sent and received text and sound). Moreover, they offered a complex set of semiotic resources, such as music, text, sound, visual design, in addition to linguistic resources, which Baran and his classmates drew upon as they negotiated the unfolding activity. Image 1 has captured Baran, who seems to be listening to music on his mobile phone.
Baran’s bodily display indicates his orientation towards the mobile phone and the activity he seems to be clandestinely engaged in while the teacher is correcting the vocabulary exercise with the whole class: rather than facing the white board, he has turned his body sideways away from the teacher. He has tilted his head to the left and is clasping the mobile phone with his hand. His postural orientation indicates his intense engagement with the mobile phone without, however seeming to completely disassociate himself from the on-going classroom activity. The next image 2 illustrates Metin showing Cem a particular feature on his mobile phone. On this occasion, the lesson seems to have been temporarily put on hold while Hasan Bey is doing the rounds, checking and marking the work sheets at the children’s desks.



Image 1: Baran listening to music on his mobile phone 
	

Image 2: Metin showing Cem a particular feature on his mobile phone

The boys’ engagement is not only expressed through talk mediated by text and visual design on the screen of the mobile phone but also through their embodied orientation to the activity: Metin has turned his body sideways away from his desk towards Cem while Cem is leaning forwards towards Metin. The boys’ gaze is fixed on the screen. Through the use of different semiotic modalities (i.e. talk, body posture and gaze), the two boys are co-constructing a two-party participation framework and a shared orientation towards the development of the activity being accomplished. In this respect, both images illustrate the centrality of the mobile phone as “material structure in the surround […] which can provide semiotic structure without which the constitution of particular kinds of action being invoked through talk would be impossible” (Goodwin 2000: 1492). They also foreground the way the boys capitalize on the medium-specific affordances of mobile phones as personalized, portable and information-rich artifacts to mediate their social interaction in the classroom space. 
The following digitally recorded excerpt takes place at the beginning of the lesson. Hasan Bey has handed out a text and has asked the pupils to read it silently and then answer the reading comprehension questions. Baran and Metin are sitting next to each other. Galip is sitting behind them. The children are settling down and about to begin working on the assigned reading task. Baran inquires whether anyone has the song “When I’m Gone” by hip hop artist Eminem (line 1), while another boy seems to be listening to a song on his mobile phone. 

Excerpt 2 3
1Baran: 	Who got ‘When I’m Gone’? Who got song?
2A boy:           Can you hear this? … You can man!
3Another boy: Telefonları kaldırın beyler! <Put away your telephones people!>
4Hasan Bey:   Telefonları kaldırın, iki haftanız kaldı <Put away your telephones! 
5	  	You’ve got two weeks left [before the end of the school year]>
<Faint music can be heard in the background>
6Baran: 	Who got good song like Eminem? My friend … you got … <inaudible> 
7Galip: 	I’ve got another 60 <songs>, not I’ve got another 63 <songs> aye, got 8		got another 60, … Tom and Jerry Lewis <inaudible>?
9Baran: 	What’s that? 
10Galip: 	I … Tom and Jerry Lewis.
11Baran: 	Wooow woooow what’s Tom and Jerry Lewis?
12Galip: 	You know Tom and Jerry. Have you heard, have seen, have you 
13		watched Tom and Jerry?
14Baran: 	yeah, hahaha
15Galip: 	Have you see.. have you seen when it starts the beat?
16Baran: 	yeah.
17Galip: 	yeah, but it’s really…
18Baran: 	turn that
19Galip: 	you know it goes … ddttdddtttddtt <hums the tune>…
20Baran: 	turn that.. xx mi vermiş? <has he given xx?>
21Galip: 	who … is that ?
<Hasan Bey can be heard taking the register while Galip resumes humming the tune>
22Metin: 	I’m doing my work.
23Baran: 	dersimizi iyi, iyi yapalım cocuklar! <Let’s nicely do our work
 24		nicely nicely children!>
		(digital recording 10/06/2006)
	The boy’s warning to put away the mobile phones is repeated by Hasan Bey who reminds the children that they only have a couple of weeks of classes left until the end of the school year (lines 4-5). However, the teacher’s warning to focus on the lesson seems to go unheeded as Baran inquires once more if anyone has a “good song” like a song by Eminem to share with him (line 6). Galip responds that he has many songs stored on his mobile phone (about 60-63 songs) and then he and Baran embark on a discussion of a particular tune from the cartoon “Tom and Jerry”. It is worth noting that similar fleeting popular culture references were triggered by and embedded in the boys’ media engagement activities in other interactional moments. Such references generated a web of intertextual relations that could, for instance, be traced back to an original tune, as in the case of the reference to the “Tom and Jerry” cartoon (see also Georgakopoulou this volume). The boys’ discussion of “Tom and Jerry” is brought to a close as Hasan Bey takes the register and the children seem to be reorienting back to the assigned task: Metin announces (presumably to the other boys) that he is now doing his work (line 22) to which Baran responds by parodying the voice of the teacher in Turkish  “let’s do our work nicely nicely children!” Baran’s remark is produced in a loud, declarative voice in standard Turkish as he seems to be addressing it to both Metin and the rest of class. This is in contrast to the preceding private pupil-pupil talk about songs and tunes, which was soft-spoken and almost exclusively in vernacular English. 
	Goffman’s concept of “frames” is a useful analytic tool to examine how Baran and his classmates oscillate between the assigned task and media engagement during the lesson. Frames are viewed as dynamic mechanisms through which participants structure their social and personal experiences in order to make sense of what is going on in a given interaction (1974: 10-11). Participants deploy clusters of contextualization cues, which function as framing devices and signal how to interpret utterances, movement, or gestures (: ibid). As the excerpt above illustrates, contextualization cues may include different sets of linguistic resources and voices as well as the use of prosody, gestures and the manipulation of artifacts. Through the use of these clusters of cues, Baran and his classmates delineate different activities (e.g. talk about hip hop artists and their songs stored on their mobile phones juxtaposed with talk about the reading comprehension task). 
In the next digitally recorded episode that takes place shortly after the previous one, we observe how Baran dips in and out of different frames. The examination of the sequential and interactional production of frames allow us to explore further how Baran listens to, comments on and shares music via his mobile phone with his peers against the backdrop of whole-class pedagogic practices and routines occupying the official classroom floor, notably reading silently and writing the answers to the reading comprehension questions. Hasan Bey is still making the rounds from desk to desk addressing clarification questions and checking homework. Baran calls for the teacher’s attention in Turkish (lines 1-2), but the teacher seems to be occupied with another pupil. While waiting for his turn, Baran switches back to English and demands urgently that Galip sends him a song by 50 Cent he seems to have been listening to (line 3). 

Excerpt 3 
1Baran		oğretmenim! <teacher> (wining like a toddler) oyyetmenim! 
2 		<teacherrr!> 
<Hasan Bey can be heard in the background, explaining sth to another pupil>
3Baran		send me that 50 Cent thingy! Send me that now! Send me that now!
4Galip		(inaudible)
5Baran		I work that
6Galip		I think 50 Cent is out of control
7Baran		let me hear it
8Galip		listen to this
		<Baran and Galip are listening to the song>
9Baran		send me that now
10Galip	I already have done
11Baran	what song is that? Is that “Seventh of the Sin”? Say you send? Hey 
12 		what’s the matter? What’s your format? It’s made from (inaudible) 
13Boy		let me hear it! Let me hear it!
14Baran	what’s the fucking Turkish swear word for “you cunt”? I’ll bang you 
15 		over you fucking fat cunt! Come then. Come then. You’re coming up
16 		now? You’re off (inaudible) The week before I asked him to come up 
17		…. just to ring it here when there’s no teacher, when there’s no teacher 19 		and he says no
18Hasan Bey	(to Baran) kaparır mısın? <can you turn it off?>
(digital recording 10/06/2006)

	After listening to the song together on Galip’s mobile phone, Baran insists that Galip sends him the song by 50 Cent they just listened to (line 9). When Galip explains that he has already done so (line 10), Baran asks the title of the song and inquires about the format in which Galip sent the song (lines 11-12). This is followed by a tirade of threats and insults (lines 14-16) presumably directed at Galip or at one of the other boys (lines 14-16). In fact, Baran further elaborates by way of an example where upon the culprit refused to ring Baran on his mobile phone when the teacher was absent (lines 16-17). The interaction is brought to a close when Hasan Bey comes over to Baran and asks him to put his mobile phone away. 
Baran is not only immersed in American popular culture but also follows closely the Turkish diasporic hip-hop scene. Indeed, Ceza <Punishment> was one of the most influential Turkish rappers. Originally from Turkey, he had made his singing career in Germany. While Hasan Bey is still checking the children’s homework, Baran and Metin who seem to have swiftly completed the reading comprehension questions, continue undeterred to exchange rap songs. In the next excerpt, Metin sends Baran one of Ceza’s songs: 

Excerpt 4
1Metin		(to Baran) accept it (the Turkish rap song)
2Baran		what?
3Metin 	accept it
4Baran		I did 
(rap song can be heard in the background)
5Baran		(inaudible) swear if you understand Turkish (inaudible) swear … 
6  		it’s quite good yeah
	(digital recording 10/06/2006)

As Baran is listening to Ceza’s rap he challenges Metin about his understanding of the Turkish rap lyrics and evaluates the said song as “quite good” (lines 5-6). A few turns later, Baran resumes his evaluation of Turkish rap lyrics this time comparing the lyrics of Ceza to the African-American rapper 50 Cent, enthusiastically commenting that they all swear the same way: “you listen to your rap like 50 Cent when he swears yeah it’s exactly like in Turkish”. 
As the three digital recorded excerpts showed, Baran and his peers continuously collected, exchanged, stored, deleted and updated their music files on their mobile phones and evaluated the rap tunes they listened to. Their media engagement reflect their personal music and aesthetic preferences, popular culture interests as well as their peer concerns for sociability and being “always on mobile”. In so doing, Baran drew on and combined different sets of linguistic and other semiotic resources: standard and vernacular forms of English and Turkish, popular cultural forms, slang, insults, mock threats of physical abuse, medium-specific vocabulary. His spontaneous private talk collaborated his self-reports that he speaks mostly in English with his peers intermingled with slang words and some words in Turkish, frequently swear words and other terms of abuse. 
In the next section, I discuss what happens when Hasan Bey brings in the traditional Turkish folk song “Annemize” <to our mothers> for the celebration of Mother’s Day and plays it on the tape-recorder and when pupils are given more space to express themselves in the main classroom floor. 
	

5.4 “Annemize”: Singing for Mother’s Day

As our participant observations revealed, Baran was attentive to the teacher and keen to learn. Whilst actively engaged in listening to rap tunes and sharing songs via his mobile phone, he was not opposed to the main business of the classroom: he completed the assigned work swiftly and effortlessly and self-selected to read aloud the reading comprehension texts or correct the grammar and vocabulary tasks on the white board. His high competence in standard Turkish placed him as one of the top pupils in a class with children who had a wide range of linguistic abilities and preferences in standard and vernacular forms of Turkish. His commitment to learning and improving his Turkish literacy can also be gleaned at in his interview. Baran acknowledges the significance of attending Turkish school in order to “improve [his] writing” and elaborates that “in Turkish the alphabet is so much different than in English. So they’re like two types of [i] one without a dot and one with a dot and I keep on mixing them up”. At the same time, Baran seemed critical of what he was taught and the way he was taught in Turkish school. When asked how teaching could be improved, he suggested to:
do different stuff instead of giving us sheets. Cos most of the time teacher gives us sheets. Two pieces of sheet, one that writes a poem and other paper got the questions and we always do [that], he don’t give us like, writing tests, we just speak, we write it, we don’t do that much.  
	
During our 10-week fieldwork in Hasan Bey’s class, we observed the teacher followed a more or less regimented curriculum and a set of established pedagogic routines and practices. Nevertheless, in the context of these pedagogic practices Hasan Bey initiated a limited range of literacy activities that provided discursive spaces for the pupils’ self-expression in the main classroom floor (Lytra 2011). One such occasion was the introduction of the Turkish folk song “Annezmize” <To our mothers> as curriculum. The song chosen by Hasan Bey belongs to a completely different genre than the hip-hop tunes Baran and his peers listened to, shared and evaluated. It was a traditional folk song of the “türkü” genre celebrating the theme of motherhood; hence, it was deemed culturally authenic material for classroom use in general and the celebration of Mother’s Day in particular. It was not clear to us how well known this particular song was to the children but, as I show, they immediately recognised the rhythm and beat of the “türkü”. 
Hasan Bey introduces the song by playing it once on the tape-recorder and then explaining to the pupils that he will dictate the lyrics and that the pupils will write them down. As the next digitally recorded excerpt indicates, while Hasan Bey is dictating the lyrics, Baran and Galip send, accept or reject hip-hop tunes via their mobile phones. 

Excerpt 5
1Hasan Bey	ben  söyleyeceğim siz yazın <I’ll dicτate and you’ll write down>
2Baran		tahtaya yazabılır mısın? Benim iyi yazım yok <can you write it on the 
3 		board? I’m not good at writing>
4Hasan Bey	söylediklerimi yazamıyor musunuz? <can’t you write down what I’m 
5 		saying?>
6Baran		why is my phone on?
7Hasan Bey	başlık yazn annenize başlık .. evet yazıyoruz .. yazıyoruz annenize 
8 		bu şarkıyı ben söylecem siz yazıyorsunuz <write the title for your 
9		mother the title .. yes we are writing .. we are writing for your mother
10		I will tell you the lyrics and you will write them
11Baran	exactly you dickhead .. no I’m not I don’t mind
12Hasan Bey	(he dictates) güneşin alası çok <the sun has many colours>
13Baran	I rejected it .. yemin et <swear to God>
14Galip	yemin ediyorum Kuran carpsin <I swear to God, swear on the 
15 		Qur’an>
16Baran	yemin et <swear to God>
17Galip	yemin ederim <I swear to God>
18Baran	no say yemin ederim. Say yemin ederim. Kuran carpsin <No say I 
19 		swear to God say I swear to God swear on the Qur’an>
20Galip	I swear to all my life
21Baran 	no rejected I don’t want that Indian song man
22Galip	it ain’t Indian
23Hasan Bey	her evin çilesi çok <every house has many problems>
(digital recording 10/06/2006)

The teacher plays one stanza at a time. He dictates the lyrics line by line in a very slow pace allowing ample time for the pupils to write them down. At the end of each stanza, he stops the tape-recorder. He summarizes the key points and moral message, explains unknown words and comments on the beauty of the lyrics with noticeably limited pupil uptake. From the onset of the dictation and throughout its duration, it appears that Baran is attending to two simultaneous frames: on the one hand, the institutionally-oriented frame of the dictation task directed and controlled by the teacher (lines 2-3) and on the other hand the peer-oriented frame he co-constructs with Galip as they continue to share and evaluate songs via their mobile phones (lines 11-22).  Hasan Bey’s heavily scripted teacher-talk is contrasted to Baran’s “on-line” moment-to-moment interaction with Galip mediated via their mobile phones. They two boys draw on elements from a range of linguistic sources: standard and vernacular forms of English and Turkish and Islamic expressions, as they appear to be locked into a dispute over a song Baran seems to have rejected because he considers it an Indian song. 
When the dictation task is completed, Hasan Bey plays the song once again and suggests that the pupils sing along and dance. Baran takes up enthusiastically the teacher’s suggestion, dancing and urging his classmates to participate too: 

Excerpt 6
1Hasan Bey	Dinliyorsunuz. Sizde söyleyin dans yapabılırsınız <you are listening. 
2 		You can sing along too you can dance>
		(music is heard)
3Baran		hadi <let’s do it>
4Galip 		hey dance Turkish style .. Turkish style … düğün (giggles) <wedding 
5 		ceremony>
6Baran		hadi halay çekelim <let’s do line dancing> .. halay çekelim lan <line 
7 		dancing man> .. do you know how to halay çek <line dance>? Hadi 
8 		halay çekelim lan <let’s do line dancing>. Whoever is doing it with 
9 		me? Halay çekelim <line dancing>.. hey just come, just come, just 
10 		come man .. fuck you .. it’s gonna be joke. 
(Baran combines movement from traditional dances and more contemporary Turkish music and dance genres)
11Baran 	Hey hey I know how to do it .. aahh my penis ..
(Music stops. Hasan Bey is trying to get the students into groups so that they can perform the song)
12Baran	wait shush I’m gonna sing.. evet <yes>
		(music is resumed)
13Hasan Bey	söylüyoruz <we are singing>
14Baran	wait Galip let’s sing <Baran is singing along>
(digital recording 10/06/2006)

There is a stark contrast between the content, rhyme and beat of the hip-hop tunes Baran and his peers have been listening to and the “türkü” the teacher plays during the lesson. While hip-hop reflects the aesthetic preferences of Baran and his peers, the “türkü” seems to reflect those of their teachers and parents’ generations. This contrast is encapsulated in Baran’s assessment of the song in the form of a jibe to Metin, as the children are singing along: “Metin annesi bu şarkıyı söyler .. Metin annesi” <Metin’s mother would sing this song .. Metin’s mother>. Nevertheless, the ease with which Baran and his peers join in the singing indicates a strong familiarity with this music genre. Indeed, Baran and Galip’s rendition of the song points to the combination of different aesthetic preferances: movements from traditional folk dance and the “halay”  - a dance commonly performed at weddings and other community celebrations – are creatively mixed with gestures from more contemporary Turkish dance genres (lines 4-11). In this respect, the traditional folk song “becomes the springboard for an ad hoc multisemiotic performance”  (Lytra 2011: 32), with strong jocular overtones (e.g. swearing and even ridicule of the singing and dancing activity, lines 10-11). 
In this singing and dancing activity, the boundaries between institutional and peer-oriented frames seem to be blurred. As the two frames are brought together, a discursive space in the main classroom floor where pupils can weave in a range of different linguistic and other semiotic resources is opened. This temporary reframing of the teacher-initiated and controlled activity into a somewhat more pupil-orchestrated one allows for a tempoarary renegotiation of the interactional order and pupil agency. Nevertheless, there are limitations to how far Baran and his peers’ exuberance and their transformation of the song is accepted by the teacher. Clearly, Hasan Bey’s ensuing disciplinary action to send out some of the more boisterous boys, including Baran, and his threats to report them to the school principle and inform their parents reveals that the teacher interprets their transformation of the song as an act of subversion. 

6. Discussion and conclusion
In this chapter, I investigated the intersection of multilingualism, multimodality and media engagement in the talk and action of a 10-year old boy, Baran, as he interacted with his peers and teacher in a London Turkish complementary school. I showed how Baran flexibly combined features from standard and vernacular forms of English and Turkish, terms of jocular abuse and Islamic expressions with the manipulation of prosody, body posture, gaze and gesture in his impromptu private talk with his peers mediated through the use of the mobile phone. Drawing on his knowledge and expertise in popular culture, particular hip-hop music, he listened to, exchanged and evaluated songs by Eminem, 50 Cent and Ceza in the margins of the main classroom floor while simultaneously engaging actively with the lesson (e.g. seeking to clarify the meaning of new words, volunteering to read aloud or come to the whiteboard to correct a vocabulary task). 
His media engagement revealed the situated, intentional and participant-oriented deployment of his linguistic and other semiotic resources (cf. McLean 2010; also Georgakopoulou, this volume). It also highlighted the role of the mobile phone in occasioning talk and action. Similar to the hopscotch grid in Goodwin’s study (2000: 1505), the mobile phone  “provide[d] crucial frameworks for the building of action that could not exist without it”, for instance, sending, accepting or rejecting tunes and clandestinely listening to them during the lesson. In addition to facilitating interaction and functioning as a medium for peer connectivity, it functioned as a tool for self-expression. In particular, the mobile phone opened possibilities for constructing and supporting particular forms of media-centric “expert” identities. Drawing on Ito et al. (2008: 20) reported in Lytra (2012b: 532), I suggest that besides building social relations and negotiating peer hierarchies, Baran’s media engagement with and through mobile phones pointed to “the beginning of a more media-centric form of engagement”. In addition to listening and sharing rap tunes, the boys “experimented with the possibilities and limitations of mobile technology”, by hacking into each other’s mobile and exploring the different applications on their phones, as they sought to showcase and develop their knowledge of mobile digital devices (Ito et al 2008: 20 reported in Lytra 2012b: 532). 
The data analysis also brought into sharp focus the obstacles and opportunities of the institutional setting. Although using mobile phones was officially banned and offenders were constantly reminded to put their mobile phones away, it appeared that unofficially Hasan Bey seemed to allow these activities to co-exist along side the different teacher-initiated literacy activities as long as they remained more or less concealed and took place in the periphery of the main classroom talk and activity. This particular classroom settlement meant that the rap tunes Baran and his classmates so avidly listened to on their mobile phones were never assimilated in the curriculum. The boys’ on-going, low-key media engagement mediated via their mobile phones remained as Maybin (2007) has eloquently put it very much “under the desk”. 5  The lack of tuning into children’s digital and popular cultural literacies is not unique to Turkish schools. Rather it reflects dominant pedagogic practices and discourses in mainstream schools too. Herein lies a paradox, which Millard (2006) aptly captures as follows: “children are becoming multimodally [and I would add and digitally] literate whilst their schools’ more explicit practices remain stubbornly print-bound” (: 234). To this end, Millard has put forth developing a “literacy of fusion” which draws on children’s out-of school literacies, including digital and popular cultural literacies, to support school-based learning (Millard (2006: 234). In a similar vein, González, Moll and Amanti (2005), Sánchez (2007) and others working with immigrant children have advocated the importance of developing pedagogies that use and valorize the full range of children’s linguistic, cultural, multimodal, embodied and transnational resources and experiences. Clearly, the incorporation of Baran and his peers’ Turkish rap tunes as transnational “funds of knowledge” (González, Moll and Amanti 2005) into the lesson in the future calls for a rethinking of what counts as correct language use and authentic cultural expression for Turkish schools and their teachers. 
The empirical focus on these different activities around music and song provided a lens for the examination of linguistic and cultural change at the interactional, individual and community levels. The teacher-initiated and planned literacy activity around music and song opened up a discursive space in the main classroom floor where Baran weaved in a range of semiotic resources, music preferences and genres, as he attempted to transform the traditional folk song “Annemize” <to our mothers> by combining movements from Turkish line-dancing and more contemporary dance forms. By mixing traditional and contemporary Turkish song and dance he sought to create an alternative hybrid genre and redefine the classroom interactional order. As a result, in the singing and dancing activity that followed the dictation, the boundaries between institutional and peer-oriented frames seemed to blur, as Baran engaged in a multi-semiotic expressive performance in the main classroom floor. His heteroglossic performance temporarily disrupted the canonical classroom interactional order and brought to the fore the tensions between the teaching of language and culture as representing a particular national, territorial entity and culture as lived experience in a transnational cosmopolitan setting. 
Baran’s consumption and production of different musical and dance genres (e.g. hip-hop, traditional folk music) and their creative transformation into an alternative hybrid form pointed to a process of forging a new route “as opposed to the choice of either resisted assimilation or the search for ‘tradition’ and ‘authenticity’” (Sharma 1996: 40). His media engagement revealed an understanding of Turkish language and culture as every day lived experience (Baraç 2009; Blackledge and Creese 2010; Lytra 2011). Unlike the dominant conceptualization of language and culture in heritage education as “something one holds onto to vaguely as one’s remembrances” (García 2005: 601), for Baran, Turkish language and culture was seen “as something that is used in the present or that can be projected in the future” (García 2005: 601). Baran’s understanding of language and culture pointed to broader tensions between many members of the older generation of teachers, parents and community members and the younger generation of mainly British-born youth. The former regarded that one of the main aims of Turkish school was to provide an anchoring, to keep the younger generation connected with Turkey and Cyprus through the transmission of standard Turkish, authentic cultural narratives and identities. Baran did not reject this aim of Turkish school. Rather, he embraced it showing an active interest in improving his Turkish and participating in the lesson. Simultaneously, through the weaving of monolingual and multilingual forms and other semiotic resources and artifacts Baran put forth a more flexible, urbane response than that proposed by many members of his teachers and parents’ generation (Blackledge and Creese 2010; Lytra 2011). As Baraç (2009) has argued, “such musical remixes can be seen as an attempt to mediate between the expectations of their parents and the community school both of which promote Turkish music, folk-culture and those of mainstream British peer culture” (: 49). Baran's response draws on the dynamic coexistence of old and new, the “türkü” and hip-hop, standard and vernacular forms of Turkish and English. It points to what Pennycook (2007), Sarkar and Low (2012) and others have referred to as the “ordinariness” of linguistic diversity and multilingualism: “difference and diversity, multilingualism and hybridity are not rare and exotic conditions to be sought out and celebrated but the quotidian ordinariness of everyday life” (Pennycook 2007: 95).
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